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It’s easier to get users to register than to pay
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Conversion rates are lower than many expect
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Ask the right user to register

Registration can be a powerful tool, utilizing propensity 

and other segmentation should be used to ensure the 

right audience is being asked to register prior to being 

asked to subscribe

Machine algorithms

Based on propensity score ask users who are less likely to 
subscribe to register as a first ask in the customer journey

Guest Pass

Introduce a guest pass or trial to users who are being 
directed by low performing referral sources.

Social referrals

Target users coming from paid social campaigns with a 
registration experience, becoming known for future email 
campaigns



Registered users are more likely to subscribe, but it can take time to convert

Percent converted up to year 
after registration event
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Email addresses are a powerful referral tool...

Conversion Rates by Referrer

.03%
Facebook

.08%
Google

.15%
Direct

.43%
Email

DATA: PIANO BENCHMARKS (April 2022)

Piano’s benchmark data shows that 

conversion rate for email is much higher than 

social, and even higher than users directly 

navigating to a client website.



Collecting First Party Data

Target users that have hit the hard gate X times, with an FPDA 
modal, profiling the users for advertising opportunities

Offer a ‘CRAZY’ offer

For those users that are registered with no access, provide a 
deep discount to promote conversion

Logged-in no access

Target logged in users with no access with promotional 
messaging for single subscriptions

Define unique user segments for targeted 
promotions for users who have registered 
but have not converted



Registration best practices

Create a clear value exchange
Whenever possible, connect the registration to the user benefit. 

That will increase conversion rate and make consent more likely.

Minimize friction
Utilize email-only registration or social signups for ease of 

registration and collect additional information over time

Be transparent
If you are collecting additional information, how will you use it 

and what’s the users benefit

Treat registered users like customers
Create an onboarding experience for registered users as you 

would for a new subscriber.  Encourage engagement, highlight 

user benefits and provide relevant content recommendations


